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“It took 8 years but I got back on the bike ... never give up!”
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Different Strokes
Welcome to Newsletter number 42! As ever, please do feel free to
contact us with your comments and views, Survivor Stories, Ask The
Expert Questions, Lonely Hearts etc. If you have a book you would
like to review for us, or have an issue that you would like us to feature,
please get in touch. We love to hear from you! Our contact details
are on the back cover.
Our annual conference will be taking place in Cambridge on Saturday 8 May
2010 with the theme of “Work After Stroke” in its many different guises - and what
ultimately it means to you! A booking form has been included with the newsletter please complete and return it to the office to secure your place. Alternatively, book
online or download a booking form from our website:
http://www.differentstrokes.co.uk/conference.htm. Our thanks go to Annie Diggins
and the Cambridge group for organising a great line up of speakers on topics that
we’re sure will be of great interest to you our members! We do hope to see as many
of you there as possible and look forward to relaxing you with afterwards at the
Conference Dinner—as ever a great opportunity to meet up with old friends and a
chance, of course, to make new ones!
Thanks again to our many volunteers who have been raising valuable funds for us
over the past few months— a particular mention goes to the unstoppable Tony Peach
who has recently completed the Tough Guy challenge for us! See page 7 for more
information. If you would like to raise funds for us, Jo has plenty of ideas and
suggestions that don’t involve steep hills, barbed wire and icy water! She’d love to
hear from you so please get in touch!
If you are interested in getting involved with one of our local groups, contact
Lorraine for more information. She’d be particularly interested in hearing from you if
you are based in the Lincolnshire area and would like to help with the setting up of a
network of brand new groups. See page 21 for more details.
If any carers are reading, there is still time for you to take part in the survey about
carers’ need for and experience of replacement care services (also known as respite
care) that is being carried out by Kings College London for the Department of Health.
Further details are available at : http://www.kcl.ac.uk/schools/medicine/depts/
palliative/arp/eval/carers.html or call David Williams on 020 7848 5418.
Best wishes from all the Different Strokes Team
Eileen Gambrell, Newsletter Editor
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Different Strokes Conference 2010
“Work After Stroke”
Scotsdale Garden Centre, The David Rayner Building
Great Shelford, Cambridge CB22 5JT
BOOK NOW!
A booking form has been enclosed with this edition of the newsletter. Please
complete and return with your payment to the Different Strokes office in order to
secure your place. Alternatively, book online or download a booking form at the
Different Strokes website: www.differentstrokes.co.uk/conference.htm.

Moira Lister

The day kicks off at 9:30am with registration and coffee. The
conference will open with The Moira Lister Memorial Lecture in
memory of the actress Moira Lister who died in October 2007 and
left a bequest to Different Strokes. Professor Karen Bryan,
Head of Division of Health and Social Care at the University of
Surrey and Project Leader on the Different Strokes Work After
Stroke research study will speak about “Work After Stroke”.

Speakers will then present on a number of different topics including Managing
Medication Whilst Working, Handling Psychological Issues and Anxiety When
Returning To Work, Vocational Rehabilitation, Improving Mobility and Fine Motor
Movements, Stroke Survivor Involvement in Research, A Personalised Approach
To Physiotherapy, etc.
Different Strokes members will also talk about their own experiences of “work after
stroke”. The day will close at 4:30pm after a Question and Answer forum.
Tickets cost £20 for stroke survivors and family members, and £40 for everyone
else. Take advantage of the ample free parking at the David Rayner Building!
Refreshments and a buffet lunch are included in the ticket price and will provide an
opportunity for delegates to view the exhibition.
The optional Conference Dinner provides the perfect end to the day. Don’t miss
out! For more information, contact the Different Strokes office. We hope to see
you there!
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My Story — Jo Richardson, aged 18
On 17th January this year I had a stroke. I know there’s never a
good time to have a stroke but to me it came at the worst
possible time. I’m 18 and had just started my second semester at
Edinburgh Uni. I hadn’t even been back a week when it happened.
I’d looked forward to uni so much. I wanted that freedom and
independence! Since having my stroke all that has gone. I go home
from uni every weekend and I don’t really enjoy my time here.
Before my stroke I was a very, very active person. I’ve been playing hockey since I was in
year 7 and trampolining for even longer. At the moment I can’t do either and it’s slowly
eating away at me. I still manage to coach trampolining but only for about an hour at a time
and it leaves me tired for days.
My mum has never been too keen on me trampolining, she says it’s too dangerous. I had
my stroke a few hours after a uni squad training session. Doctors initially thought it was a
trauma stroke (a tear in an artery in my neck). Fortunately it wasn’t, as if that had been the
case I would have never have been able to do sport again.
After the training session a few of us went to the pub next door. We had a few drinks and
then decided to call it a night. As I neared the bottom of the hill I started to realise that I
couldn’t see properly out of my right eye. Sometimes my eye lashes stick together for a
few seconds if I’m wearing too much mascara - so I put my lack of sight down to that.
Very soon after this I noticed that I could only feel my hip, knee and ankle of my right
leg and nothing in between. It felt a little bit floppy as I was walking along the street. I
hadn’t drunk in a little while so I just put this down to the 2 pints. I can’t really remember the
rest of the journey home until I got to my flat and started to climb the stairs. I kept falling
over. My right leg wouldn’t support me. I found it really funny how so little alcohol could
affect me so much!
It was 7 o’clock when the piercing headache started. It was like no pain I’d ever felt
before. I hadn’t really eaten anything that day so went in to the kitchen where I planned to
cook the lasagne I’d prepared before training. By this time my head hurt so much and my
arm had started to feel really heavy and was refusing to work (just like my leg). I put the
lasagne in the fridge with a lot of effort and stumbled to my room. I decided to set my alarm
for 9 that night, have an hour and a half’s sleep and then get up and do some work. I
remember lying in bed in a semi conscious state with a splitting headache. I don’t remember
my alarm going off.
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My Story — Jo Richardson, aged 18
At about 2 am I really needed the toilet so I stumbled to the bathroom. I got a face cloth
drenched it in water, put it over my face and went back to bed. I couldn’t sleep so just lay there
and by this time I’d started to cry uncontrollably. I had no idea what was going on. Next thing I
remember it was 9 am and I knew I needed to get up as I had lectures at 10 am. By this time
I’d decided there was something wrong with my arm and everything else was a result of this.
The more I moved my arm the more my head hurt.
Eventually I gave in and rang my mum at work. She works in a GP surgery and told me to
phone an ambulance. Who calls an ambulance for a sore arm and headache?! Trying to
explain to my flatmate what was going on was one of the hardest and most frustrating things
I’ve ever done. I knew what I wanted to say but what was coming out of my mouth was
complete gibberish.
The next thing I tried to do was phone an ambulance by dialling 333 rather than 999—I
knew something was wrong but I couldn’t work out what. The only thing I managed to say
was that I had a headache and was confused. They said that as it wasn’t that serious they’d be
there when they could. When they arrived I knew something was wrong as they immediately
phoned for “backup”. They hooked me up to a load of machines and the next thing I remember
I was in the ambulance. I didn’t understand why I was going to hospital, I only had a headache!
I was in A & E until 10 that night. I was first put in a bed and given a migraine tablet. That made
my headache go away for a while so they put me on a chair to free up the bed, sent me for a
CAT scan ‘just to be safe’ and were about to send me home when they announced that I had
to have an MRI in the morning. I begged mum to take me home, telling her I was fine. I’ve now
found out she’d guessed what was going on but didn’t say anything. Every day I was in
hospital I begged to go home. Everyone wanted a look at me as I was only 18 years old!!!
It’s now four weeks on and I know little more than I did when I left hospital. All I wanted to do
was forget about it and get back to normal - BIG MISTAKE!! My family and friends know me
as being tough so I wanted to keep up the illusion. I only once cried in front of my mum and
that’s when the doctor thought it was a trauma stroke and that I would never do sport again.
I kept myself to myself and when I needed to cry I did it on my own. I went back to uni too
soon! My social life was non-existent. I sat through lectures in a complete daze and then spent
the rest of my time in my room. I told everyone I was fine and pushed anyone close away. I
was sick of people making a fuss. Nobody knows much about young strokes so I didn’t have
any idea what was normal to feel. I joked about it as it made it easier. But then I felt I couldn’t
talk to anyone seriously as they’d just laugh. I started to think it was unfair to load my problems
on others as they were at uni to have fun. I got scared every time I had a headache and felt
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My Story — Jo Richardson, aged 18
(continued from page 5)
everyone else was out having fun. I kept telling them I wasn’t allowed
out. But it wasn’t really true, I just didn’t think I could deal with it.
However I was really lucky! While researching young strokes I
found Different Strokes. One of the young survivors on the website, Laura, goes to Edinburgh uni too. I met up with her. She said
that she went through very similar feelings. She helped me so much! As I live in Newcastle
and go to uni in Edinburgh, neither hospital really did anything about after care as each
thought the other was. However after Laura’s advice, I followed it up and am back in the
system, I still have very little idea about what’s going on but I have an appointment in a
week!
I hope my story helps anyone who reads it, whether survivor or carer. I’ve just got to
say that what happened really sucks! But no one should have to deal with it alone. I
found it so much easier to talk to someone I didn’t know. Don’t feel you’re on your
own, because you‘re not!!

You can make contact with other members to share experiences and make
friendships via the Different Strokes group on Facebook or via the message
board at our website: http://www.differentstrokes.co.uk.
Or call the Stroke Line Mon to Fri from 9am to 5pm on 0845 130 7172.

Welcome to our Lonely Hearts section
“Dear Lonely Hearts ...
LINK 104
Attractive male, 39. Suffered a head injury, 4 years ago.
Would like to meet a female to share experiences, chat and
maybe a romance.
If you would like to make contact, please email links@differentstrokes.co.uk putting code
104 in the subject bar, or write to Link Code 104, Different Strokes, 9 Canon Harnett
Court, Wolverton Mill, Milton Keynes MK12 5NF.
If you wish to place your own advertisement, please contact Jo on 0845 130 7172 or at
jo@differentstrokes.co.uk for more details. Placing an advert costs £10.
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Fundraising
On Sunday 31 January, Tony Peach joined 5,000 brave (or foolish) souls seeking to
end up a Tough Guy taking on an eight mile assault course full of mud, ice, fire,
frozen lakes, underwater tunnels, electrified fences and barbed wire.
For those who doubt its tough credentials, about 600 competitors failed to complete
the course with paramedics called upon every few minutes to tend to the cuts,
fractures and hypothermia of those who just were not tough enough.
"I don't really enjoy running up hills" said Tony, who recently ran the Amsterdam
Marathon on the basis it would be nice and flat. "However, Mr Mouse, the crazy man
who organises this event every year, makes you run up a hill that, at the top,
becomes so steep you need a shove or a pull from a fellow Tough Guy to help you
up it. You then have to slide, tumble or roll back down the hill only to do it all again . .
. about ten times!".
At least that ensures the competitors are nicely warmed up prior to tackling the
underwater tunnels, during which you are fully submerged in a lake which, when the
event started, was covered with an inch thick layer of ice. "I am particularly grateful to
the front runners for breaking the ice on the surface of the lakes prior to me jumping
in" said Tony, who finally stopped shivering a full ninety minutes after completing the
course in the top half of the competitors in just under three hours.
"I am delighted to raise money for the fabulous organisation that is Different Strokes
and am contemplating what to do in 2011 to top the Tough Guy experience".

How you can help!
If you’d like to do some fundraising for us you can take part in a sponsored
5km event where you can run, walk or use a wheelchair. There are
locations all around the country—contact Jo to find out more. There are
also places still available for the London 10K run.
Jo can help you to organise an event such as a cake sale or a quiz or even a parachute
jump if you are feeling brave! And there are many free ways that you can help Different
Strokes. You can recycle your old mobile phones and printer cartridges – get in touch at
the office and we can send you a freepost recycling envelope. You can also raise money
every time you search the internet by registering with www.everyclick.com. Call 0845 130
7172 or send Jo an email at jo@differentstrokes.co.uk. Thanks.
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Families and Children

The Benefits of Aromatherapy Massage

Carol and Miltos

Before I launch into a diatribe on the wonders of aromatherapy,
I’d like to make one thing clear. I, like many of you reading this
article, am the parent of a stroke survivor. While I have
completed a course in Aromatherapy Body Treatment, I am not a
registered Aromatherapist; I simply use essential oils and
massage on family and friends. So, I am writing as a parent, first
and foremost.

My son, Miltos, suffered a stroke at the age of 10 months. The episode left him
temporarily paralysed down the left side of his body. I feel very fortunate, because the
knowledge I’d acquired enabled me to focus on doing something practical to aid
recovery, rather than stand by feeling helpless. Working on the premise that I needed to
stimulate his circulation, I gently massaged his back, arms and legs at regular intervals,
throughout the first few days in hospital.
Massage on a baby or small child should always be gentle, and the movements should
flow towards the heart, to encourage it to pump blood round the body. The use of
essential oils must be undertaken in a responsible way, and if the patient is taking anticoagulants or other medication, you should obtain advice from your doctor and/or a
professional aromatherapist. To begin with, I used 1 drop of lavender (lavandula
angustifolia) diluted in grapeseed oil. Later on, I added some sandalwood (santal album).
There are a number of oils which can stimulate a sluggish circulation, but get advice on
which ones are suitable for young children.
The beauty of administering the oil and massage to Miltos myself was that it had a
calming effect on both of us. I felt I was doing something positive, even if it brought about
little result. As it was, he was able to sit up and use his left arm within 3 days, and
regained movement in his leg after 2 weeks.
I don’t claim that the massage was solely responsible for his relatively speedy recovery.
Nor do I claim that taking such steps will always have the same level of success. I know
that we were lucky. However, I do believe that it can help. And as a parent, being able to
help your child in this way is beneficial to you, too.
For advice and information on the safe use of essential oils and massage, you may like
to contact the Shirley Price College of Aromatherapy, in Hinckley.
www.shirleypricearomatherapy.co.uk or 01455 615466
by Carol Nuttall
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Families and Children

Kray's tips for rehab at home:
Kray had an AVM aged 11. His mum Soniya shares some
practical tips that have worked for them at home. We asked
our physiotherapist expert, Jon Graham, for his comments:
Soniya: We used Mirror Box Therapy with
huge success. This wonderful box tricks the
brain into thinking that the injured limb is
working in the same way as the good limb!
Kray and Soniya
Place your injured hand into the box, then
put your good hand in front of the mirror. Ask your physiotherapist to
Mirror Box
recommend some gentle symmetrical movements and then carry these out simultaneously
with both hands. The trick is that your brain believes that the reflection in the mirror of your
good hand is actually the injured hand! Jon: Mirror Box Therapy can be a great help and is
definitely fun for kids. I have found that they work best with hands rather than feet as they
are easier to see in the mirrored section. It also works better with hands that lack
coordinated movement rather than immobile hands. They are available through mail order
from http://www.reflexpainmanagement.com for £23.99
Soniya: Games like Buck-a-roo and Kerplunk are great for fine motor skills, also fun for
kids! Swing ball is amazing for the grip and wrist movements, but make sure you stand back
as bats do fly! It gets hand to eye co-ordination working great. Bouncing balls and playing
catch is great. Marbles are very good to help the fingers flick! We do balloon hitting as
well, by doing this you have time to position yourself and hit it! Jon: Use the rackets from
swing ball and beach tennis paddles with soft foam balls if swing ball is too fast. Drop the
soft ball on to the racket from above with your good hand, or pierce and thread like a conker
from the washing line. Badminton rackets also work well with plastic shuttle cocks.
Soniya: Thera putty is amazing - this great stuff helped Kray build up the muscles in the
fingers. Thera bands were a godsend as well. Finger painting is fun and helps the child
feel normal again. Jon: Elastic bands spread around the finger tips to open your hand
against is another simple home exercise.
Soniya: Baking is great fun - let the child knead the dough, a great way to build strength
into muscles! Jon: Fun for all ages. Even scrubbing or peeling potatoes can be fun too!
Soniya: Stress balls were no good for Kray as they strengthened muscles that were already
strong! Jon: Stress balls can assist weaker hands to strengthen and even hands that
appear strong. The important thing is that for every strong squeeze, the person must then
try and relax and drop the ball. Small hand weights can help open tight hands - hold them
over a cushion/pillow and let gravity and the weight of the hand open the fingers.
Soniya: Now my best bit ...washing up! The child has to grip and hold. Washing windows,
polishing and hoovering are great too! Jon: All good stuff! ...What’s hoovering? (laughs!)
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It should be emphasised however that although an increased risk is observed in these
patients the actual risk of stroke remains very, very low. If however, you fall into any of
these categories it may be worth taking some precautions such as avoiding the
contraceptive pill. You should speak to your GP about this.

Wajid Qureshi
Pharmacist

“I am taking 20mg of Citalopram per day for depression. I’ve
discovered that any of the usual side effects I experience are
massively intensified on the odd occasion that I’ve had a couple of
alcoholic drinks and I have additionally experienced sleepwalking
and erratic behaviour. Can you explain why alcohol interacts with
Citalopram to cause such an extreme reaction?”

It appears you have experienced very pronounced reactions on the
occasions when you have drunk alcohol and I would advise raising these issues with
your doctor. Citalopram belongs to a class of antidepressants called SSRIs (selective
serotonin re-uptake inhibitors); named on the basis of the chemicals the drug works on.

Ask the Expert

“My Neurologist says I have had some TIAs but not a stroke, and
that these TIAs have been caused by migraines. I wondered if
you could provide any further information about the link between
stroke and migraine. Thanks.”
I am sorry to hear about your TIAs (mini-strokes) which your
neurologists say are occurring as a result of migraine. There is a
growing body of evidence linking migraine with stroke. The
Pankaj Sharma
Neurologist/Stroke Expert majority of the studies seem to suggest the risk is increased with
those who suffer from ‘migraine with aura’, i.e. patients who have some warning signs
prior to headaches. Such warning signs are typically observed as flashing lights which
can precede the onset of the headache by about 30 minutes. These type of migraine
sufferers tend to have an approximately doubling of risk of stroke with the highest risk
in females under 45 years of age and those who use the oral contraceptive pill.

Generally, the advice re alcohol consumption is not to exceed the recommended daily
amounts of between 3-4 units for men, and between 2-3 units for women. On the
occasions you have drunk alcohol, you may consider asking yourself whether your
intake was within these limits.
Citalopram may also produce an increase in the effects of alcohol. Manufacturers of
SSRIs recommend that alcohol should be avoided because, like all antidepressants,
they can adversely affect your performance of skilled tasks, such as driving, and
operating machinery. Also, you may wish to consider how soon you have taken alcohol
after your medication, and allow more of a gap in time. As mentioned, considering the
pronounced nature of your reactions, you should discuss this further with your doctor.

Email experts@differentstrokes.co.uk or write to the address on the back cover
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"Hi it’s nearly 3 years since my stroke and I am still
suffering from crippling fatigue which hits like a brick wall
and leaves me feeling thoroughly exhausted.

Chris Holloway
Occupational Therapist

I find I can pretend to be "normal" for a few hours but I’m
over-tired the next day as a result. I do exercise but that
only seems to make me more tired although I know it does
me good in other ways. Can you suggest any tips to help?”

“There are a number of different causes of post-stroke fatigue, and as of October last
year, even the Cochrane Library could cite very few studies of this very widespread
problem, although it is recognised as one of the top three most distressing symptoms.
Consequently, whilst it is possible to suggest things that might help there will be some
things that help some people, and others that will make no difference. That said, my
recommendation would be to try out each of the suggestions with engagement and
determination and see what results you get.
On a cautionary note there are a couple of provisos – don’t push so hard at anything
that you make your condition worse, and seek medical advice before trying extreme
changes. Here’s a range of suggestions, not exhaustive, but worth considering:


Medication review – have your GP or consultant review your medication just to
make sure that you aren’t taking anything that contributes to the fatigue



Dietary changes – ask your GP to refer you to a dietician who can advise on a
safe diet to increase energy levels – remember though that you don’t want
increased energy levels when you are trying to get some sleep at night!



Exercise – have your therapist (or get your GP to refer again) advise on an
exercise programme that will challenge (and so strengthen and increase stamina)
without exacerbating the fatigue



Relaxation, meditation, and guided imagery – some people report that this
approach helps them, partly in feeling as if they have more stamina, and partly as
it reduces the stress and strain from the fatigue (stress creates more fatigue)



Bio-feedback, music and pet therapy have all been suggested as approaches for
reducing post-stroke fatigue but I cannot find any research about these
approaches specific to stroke, only fatigue in general



‘Alternative’ herbal approaches have been mentioned in various forums, such as
eating sunflower seeds; I can find no research on this but contributors to some of
the stroke-related forums report it helps



Depending on the cause (see your GP/consultant), tri-cyclic antidepressants can

Ask the Expert

back cover
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(continued from page 11) have a side effect of reducing post-stroke fatigue


Identify your ‘cut-off’ point and balance your activity and rest so that you
maximise what you have.
“My husband had a massive stroke two years ago and we have
worked very hard with his rehabilitation. He is walking with a
stick etc, positive and motivated.

Can you help? All the other muscles seem fine and his shoulder is nice and
loose and I can exercise his arm in all positions, his hand is relaxed too and he
has the feeling back in his arm although at a lesser degree than the other arm.”
A common problem after stroke is that people experience strong spasms following
coughs, sneezes or even fits of laughter. At other times, the effort of rising from a
chair or walking can also cause them.
These spasms most commonly occur in the arm. They can just affect the muscles
that close the hand causing the hand to clench into a first, or they can affect the
whole arm causing it to clamp tightly against the person’s body. In the affected leg,
these spasms can cause the foot to turn in or the whole leg to shoot out straight.
When these spasms occur frequently, the muscles that go into spasm can become
tighter over time - even at rest. Stretching the muscles regularly will prevent this
complication.

Ask the Expert

His arm and surrounding muscles are fine but ... his arm is being
pulled in by a muscle which causes a spasm that seems to come
from his chest if he sneezes or coughs. I’ve asked all the
physios for exercises etc, which we do every day yet nothing
Jon Graham
Physiotherapist seems to work very well because the spasms seem to undo all
the hard work. We don’t want baclofen or similar drugs, but
want to get his arm moving more.

I would strongly advise that appropriate stretches are taught by a specialist
Neurological Physiotherapist following a thorough assessment to avoid injury and
ensure success. By improving the way the person rises from sitting, or their walking
technique, these spasms can be reduced in intensity or even prevented.
Please note that while our panel endeavours to give the best advice based on info
provided, it is always advisable to have a face-to-face consultation with a practitioner about any health issue that concerns you. Comments expressed are general
in nature & are not intended to provide specific advice.

Email experts@differentstrokes.co.uk or write to the address on the back cover
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Atrial Fibrillation and Stroke
Atrial Fibrillation or AF is one of the most common abnormal heart rhythms. It can
significantly increase your risk of stroke and estimates show that it’s responsible for around 1
in 7 of strokes in the UK.
People with AF have an irregular, and sometimes fast, pulse. This happens because instead
of the heart’s natural pacemaker sending out regular electrical impulses, the electrical pulses
come from different places in and around the atria (the upper chambers of the heart) and fire
off in an uncoordinated way. Fibrillation means quivering, or twitching of the heart muscle.
What are the symptoms of Atrial Fibrillation?
You may feel:






 palpitations (being aware of your heartbeat)
 faint or dizzy or lightheaded
 breathless
 tired

But some people don’t have any symptoms at all and the condition may be discovered
during a routine medical check. One of the signs of AF is an irregular pulse. Why not check
your own pulse by following these simple steps:
Step One
Hold one of your hands out so you’re looking at your palm.
Step Two
Use the index/first finger and middle finger of your other hand
and place the pads of these fingers on the inside of your wrist.
You should place them at the base of your thumb near where
the strap of a watch would sit.
Step Three
Press lightly and feel the pulse. If you can’t feel anything press slightly harder or move your
fingers around until you feel your pulse.
Step Four
Once you’ve found your pulse, continue to feel it for about 20-30 seconds. Feel the rhythm of
the pulse and check if it’s regular or irregular.
What should you check for?
A regular pulse is usually between 60 and 100 beats per minute and should feel even and
consistent whereas an irregular pulse will feel erratic and unpredictable. Occasional
irregularities such as missed beats are very common and usually nothing to worry about. If
your pulse is irregular its possible that you might have AF, especially if you are 55 or older.
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What should you do if your pulse is irregular?
If your pulse is irregular or if you’re concerned in any way about your pulse you should make an
appointment to see your GP. Your GP will want to assess you and may send you for an electrocardiogram (ECG) to determine whether or not you have AF.
What complications can happen with Atrial Fibrillation?
AF can increase the risk of developing a blood clot inside the chambers of the heart. If the clot
breaks off, it could cause a stroke. To reduce this risk your cardiologist or GP may prescribe a
medicine called warfarin. This is an anticoagulant medicine which helps prevent your blood
from clotting and is the most effective treatment to reduce the risk of a stroke in people with AF.
Treating Atrial Fibrillation
AF can be treated in a number of ways. Your doctor will tell you which treatments are best for
you – not all treatments are suitable for everyone. Treatments include medication and electrical
cardioversion - which involves using a defibrillator to give you a controlled electric shock to get
your heart rate and pulse back to normal.
Other treatments include ablation treatment, and a pacemaker. More information on all of these
treatments is available from the British Heart Foundation.
Everyday life with Atrial Fibrillation
Most people can carry on in their usual job. Some people may find it difficult to work if their
symptoms are not controlled well. If this is the case for you, ask your cardiologist for advice.
The DVLA doesn’t allow you to drive if your AF has caused, or is likely to cause, incapacity.
You’ll be allowed to drive again when your heart rhythm has been controlled for at least 4
weeks. You don’t need to tell the DVLA about your symptoms unless they’re likely to distract or
disable you.
You should also be able to travel by air as long as you take your anticoagulation medicine in the
way your doctor has prescribed and your symptoms are well controlled. It is best to check with
your doctor before you travel.

More info on Atrial Fibrillation and on keeping your heart fit
and healthy is available on the British Heart Foundation
website: bhf.org.uk or via the Heart HelpLine: 0300 330 3311
(Mon to Fri 9am-6pm)
Different Strokes thanks the British Heart Foundation for its assistance
with this article.
© British Heart Foundation is a registered charity in England and Wales (225971)
and in Scotland (SC039426)
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Guided Imagery – what is it and how do you carry it out?
“Mental practice is a technique that involves imagery and rehearsal of
movement without movement actually occurring.” (‘Improvement in upper
limb motor performance following stroke: the use of mental practice’, Bell &
Murray, BJOT Nov 2004 67(11))
A growing number of studies describe the effectiveness of mental imagery in a wide range
of fields, from regaining skills after a neurological event or condition, to amelioration of the
symptoms of a wide range of physical and psychological conditions.
To summarise, regular use of mental imagery stimulates brain activity in a similar
way to actually performing an activity. The brain itself cannot differentiate between what
the mind is imagining and what it is experiencing; imagining something happening
(regularly, clearly and consistently) can make subtle changes in the brain’s connections,
influencing how it controls the body systems. Significant results have been achieved
utilising imagery for as little as ten minutes after physical training sessions, and several
times daily in between sessions.
Depending on both the imagining ability of the person using the techniques and the
consistency of instruction it might have a greater or lesser effect. To be effective it requires
consistency of technical instruction combined with adaptability of approach to enable the
individual to practice imagining to their greatest ability. The results are better when the
person is able to achieve a state of relaxation in which to practice.
The process is likely to be most effective if facilitated by someone both familiar with the
condition being addressed and able to utilise language to maximise the experience, so it is
worth discussing with your rehab therapist if you currently have one. It is possible to use the
techniques without help or by using a recording to play back a script to assist in the
relaxation and imagining process. You can even have someone else read it to you. The
important thing is to really engage, really focus, use the techniques regularly (multiple times
per day), and make the imagery as powerful as possible.
So……how do we do this?
When we experience, imagine, or recall anything there are commonalities: visual, auditory,
kinaesthetic (feeling/sensation), and less commonly gustatory and olfactory (taste and
smell) components. Each individual will be stronger or less so in the different areas (called
sensory modalities).

What recovery tips work for you? Share ideas with other members using the message
board at our website: http://www.differentstrokes.co.uk and our Facebook group.
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Try this exercise:



Close your eyes (but finish reading this paragraph first or it
might get tricky – if you happen to be allergic to oranges
imagine some other fruit or item); bring to mind the picture of
an orange. Imagine the shape, colour, texture; how might it
feel in your hand, consider weight, roughness of the skin, how
might it sound if you rub your thumb across it; how might it
smell (imagine bringing it up to your nose), can you almost
taste it; does it make you salivate? Surely not, it’s only a
mental picture after all. If you get this right (and you like
oranges) it WILL make you salivate because the brain doesn’t
know that it isn’t real. Now try it for yourself.



For those that don’t find this easy, or find certain of the modalities are difficult to
imagine, practice a simple relaxation, and then regularly practice creating the pictures,
sounds, etc. If this doesn’t work, there’s one more thing you can try – pretend. If
you can’t see the ‘orange’, pretend that you can, pretend you can see the colour,
texture, feel the weight, and so on. NOW does it work, i.e. does it make you salivate?
Believe it or not, this will still fool the brain into responding AS IF it were real.



Once you’ve got it try bigger, moving pictures, perhaps re-creating an old holiday or
any other significant (and positive) event. This ability, like any other, improves with
practice. Play with the images: what happens if you make them bigger, clearer,
brighter; what if you push the image into the distance, make it dimmer, less clear? How
is it different, playing with each of the modalities? Experimenting with this can lead you
to the elements that, for you, make the imagery most intense, and therefore meaningful
in terms of ‘re-educating’ the brain.



The next stage is to apply this same mental imagery manipulation to a particular
movement or skill that you want to work on. It must be a feasible target, so for
example if you have some difficulty standing from a chair, you might imagine all the
different things that you would do, all the stages including positioning feet and hands,
shuffling bottom forwards, leaning forwards, shifting weight onto the feet, standing, and
so on. Create the desired result in as much detail as you can, using all the modalities
you can, and make the imagined action as correct as you can (how it ‘should’ be as
opposed to how it might be currently).



Then, maybe 5-10 times a day spend a short time practicing relaxation, then the
imagery, then making sure you have ‘come round’ adequately. Keep at it, REALLY
engage, and use the power of your mind to try to promote and reinforce your recovery.
Chris Holloway
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Book Reviews
Hand in Hand by Jane Coupes
This autobiography details the life story of a normal 32 year old woman,
whose life is totally turned upside following a massive stroke 10 days after
the birth of her second child.
“I must admit I scanned over the bits detailing her early life, but was
enthralled by the events which led to her stroke and rehabilitation. I
empathised with a lot of her struggles as we shared a few things in common.
I was 34 years old with a 5 and half month old baby when I had my stroke.
I enjoyed reading about her time in rehabilitation and her struggles with losing her old life but
her great strength in making a new one for herself and her family. She is honest about her
feelings and tells the events as she saw them. Where appropriate Jane includes the
reminisces of others close to her when her memory is clouded because she was so ill.
On a personal note I did shed a tear as she struggles to make a bond between her and her
baby son Daniel, it brought back painful memories for me.”
Review by Genise Turnbull
ISBN 978-1425185091 Published by Trafford Publishing, RRP £12.90
Visit www.janecoupes.co.uk for more info

Back to Reality: A Journey by Bernard Jones
“Many folks are still unaware what a stroke is or of its devastating
effects. This short book by one of the members of the Milton Keynes
Different Strokes group tells you.
Bernard is a brave and determined man, his story is told in a simple and
moving style. He describes his feelings about ‘the frustrations that ...
become overpowering and can launch you into spasms of uncontrollable
rage that leave you totally exhausted and devoid of any hope that you
can overcome the setbacks.’ His faith also helped.
He suffered two strokes aged 62, the latter one being very severe, though only his son uses
the word ‘severe’. He also had a heart attack and a below-knee amputation of his leg.
In some parts of the book, his two children tell the story in their own words, though with a few
telling differences. Sam says ‘I won't go into details but unfortunately the prescription was not
set correctly by the hospital’. Madeleine is more direct: ‘However when he had suffered the
first stroke he was never given this medication and I believe it would have prevented the
second [stroke].’
Both of them are also very brave: ‘in that space of 10 minutes Madeleine and I aged about 5
years each’ - chips off the same block. Bernard says, ‘They were suffering as well as me and
I would have to be aware of their feelings as well. It is very easy to become consumed by
your own problems and forget how much others can be affected.’”
ISBN 978-14490272254 Published by AuthorHouse, RRP £7.99

Review by Mike Carpenter
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Meet Our Volunteer ...
Jonathan Gill, our Dorset Coordinator
My name is Jon Gill and I run the Dorset branch of
Different Strokes; we are quite a new group, born from the
frustration I felt when I left hospital after a 5 month stay for
rehabilitation from my stroke in May 2008. My wife, Julie,
and I knew about Different Strokes after she was told
about it by a work collheague. Julie had a minor eye
stroke in 2006, she had used the website to read people’s
stories and felt comforted by them. But there was no local
group which we could attend, hence we started our first meeting on June 30 th 2009 – Julie’s
birthday, I know how to treat her on special days!
My consultant agreed to be our champion and has
attended most meetings which we hold monthly on
the last Tuesday of the month. Before the
meetings I call upon contacts I have made from my
time acting on various working groups looking at
the new Stroke Strategy and from colleagues of Dr
Jo. As the day, or evening draws near, Julie and I
make contact by email or phone and remind our
group about this month’s fun packed evening. We
also use Facebook for those who are members – it’s a good way to keep many of the
professionals from the trusts in Dorset aware of what we’re up to.
This month we have the
pharmacist from a local hospital,
our guests come for a quick
introduction and an informal chat
with everyone over tea and
biscuits (kindly provided by my
Mum, Aunt and cousin).
Thank you to Jon and to all our many volunteers who help out in so many different ways
around the country. Different Strokes relies heavily on volunteers to be able to carry out its
activities. If you would like to get involved, log onto www.differentstrokes.co.uk/jobs or
contact the Different Strokes office — our contact details can be found on the back cover.

When you have finished with your newsletter, why not take it to your GP
surgery or hospital waiting room for someone else to read!
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Group Development—Regional Update
Different Strokes Preston

“Here’s a collage photograph of this year’s Christmas lunch for the Preston group of
Different Strokes at a local Golf Club. As you can see, a merry time was had by all!
We normally meet, along with our carers, every other Tuesday at Fulwood Leisure Centre at
around 2 pm for a brief social gathering followed by an hour of light physiotherapy given by
either Jenny or Wendy (private physios), and I thought it was time that the hard work done
by your regional coordinators was acknowledged through the pages of the newsletter.
The group is run very admirably by Dave Brand (the graft is shared by his wife Pat - both
seen in the bottom right of the photo) and provides a much-needed outlet for all the stroke
survivors of the group (of varied levels of disability), giving us both the exercise and social
interaction that is so much required during the long recovery period following a stroke.
I cannot emphasise too strongly the dedication, time and effort that Dave and Pat put into
the group, and without their enthusiasm this, and countless other parts of the Different
Strokes organisation, would simply cease to function.
Perhaps you can print this to explain the sheer sweat and slog that goes on up and down the
country to bring some sort of normality to the lives of so many stroke survivors. Thank you.”
Brian Taylor (aged 59, stroke in Nov 04)
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Group Development—Regional Update
Are you interested in “volunteering” in any of the
following towns in Lincolnshire – Spalding, Grantham,
Stamford, Skegness, and Louth?
If so please contact me because we currently have some exciting
opportunities in conjunction with Lincolnshire Council who are
willing to provide seed funding to set up exercise groups for young
stroke survivors in any of the above locations. So Different Strokes are looking for
volunteers (preferably stroke survivors or carers) to run these groups.
This is a rewarding role, and will give you an opportunity not only to help other people
who have experienced the devastating effects of stroke but also to improve current
provision for stroke survivors for rehabilitation and support.
You would be well supported by the Group Development Manager at Different Strokes
who would provide assistance with locating a venue and an exercise instructor. In
addition we have excellent links with physiotherapists and healthcare staff across
Lincolnshire.
Please contact Lorraine Ayres, Group Development Manager on 0845 1307172 or
01908 317618 for an informal chat or email: lorraine@differentstrokes.co.uk for further
information.
Lorraine would also like to talk to you if you are interested in helping to set up a
Different Strokes group in any other part of the country.

Different Strokes currently has over 40 volunteer groups throughout the UK, providing an
exercise class and social and emotional support for younger stroke survivors.
These groups are run by stroke survivors for stroke survivors and provide an extremely
valuable service where there is little alternative provision available.
To find the details of your nearest group, log on to the Different Strokes website at
http://www.differentstroke.co.uk and see the Regional Information section. Or call us on
0845 130 7172 or 01908 317618.
And if you have access to the internet, use the message board at our website:
www.differentstrokes.co.uk or the Different Strokes group on Facebook to make contact
with other members, whether close to home or living at the other end of the country!
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“Cycling On Two Wheels
- My Ambition”

by Genise Turnbull
It was nearly 2 years ago when Will, a friend of mine and
fellow stroke survivor, told me he he’d been on holiday to
Cornwall and cycled on a tricycle along the Camel Trail, a
disused rail track between Padstow and Wadebridge.
I wanted to try but was scared, my stroke had been over 8
years ago at this point and my balance was and still is quite
poor. I fall over fresh air! But, as luck would have it, my
sister-in-law invited my family to join hers on holiday that summer in Newquay. I didn’t want
to get both families all set up for cycling then have to disappoint them all when I had to give
up. I got some courage from somewhere and told everyone I really wanted to do it.
We hired tricycles for myself and my sister-in-law, the rest were on 2 wheels. It was hard. I
couldn’t pedal at all to start with as I was too nervous and the tone in my right side
increased. I sent the family off so they wouldn’t worry as I wobbled and couldn’t keep my feet
on the pedals. I persevered and relaxed and just went slow and steady but made it all the
way, a pasty was my reward! (not to mention painful delicate bits).
Last year we did the Camel Trail again but I wasn’t satisfied. I was jealous I couldn’t ride a
real bike. I discussed this with my friend Eileen who is also a stroke survivor. Eileen had
learnt to ride on 2 wheels with a scheme called “Get Active” in Northampton. I joined their
bi-monthly training scheme for beginners last September. It was all ages and all able
bodied, but me. I thought to myself “what am I doing? this is a mistake!” They did however
talk sense about getting started, i.e. using your bike as a sit-on-scooter and not attempting to
pedal. I was disappointed but resolved to go back two weeks later, stubborn you see!
Week 2 we scooted around the playground of an ex school and I managed to get one foot
on the pedal but I was still disappointed. I googled “how to teach yourself to ride a bike” and
discovered they were giving good advice, I just had to try again. I was using my 10 year old
daughter’s bike to practise on because it is small. I fell off just using the bike as a scooter
but did my best.
Week 3 I finally managed to pedal 10 yards at a time. I was very, very wobbly, very scared
and really pleased with myself. That weekend I went to our local park and practised with
much encouragement from my daughter, and I only fell a few times.
Week 4 I was growing in confidence and wanted to go on the post lesson guided ride. You
guessed—too much too soon. I fatigued really quickly and my foot slid off the pedal and (you
are right again) I fell off. I was more embarrassed than hurt because the instructor had to
walk me back to my car. I did go back many times—I wasn’t giving up. Another friend, Jo,
gave me a mountain bike, which has been great to practice on.
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All last Autumn I continued to go every fortnight and at the end of October achieved my
Cycling Proficiency Level 1. Well almost, I can’t signal because I daren’t take my hands off
the handle bars. I have to work on that one. I don’t mind because I have no intention of
cycling on the roads. All I want to do is the odd joy ride on cycle paths with my husband and
daughter. We are holidaying in France this summer and I really want to join in.
The cycling course is still an ongoing scheme so I’ll join them when the weather warms up; I
work better when it’s warm. My goal this year is to build up my strength and stamina, get
fitter and not fall off. Many Councils have their own Get Active Campaign, why not check out
your local council to see if they have one and get cycling!

“Strokes of The Pedal - The Benefits”
By Charles Barraball, Accredited Cycling Instructor
I had my right-side thrombotic carotid stroke 8 years ago and
discovered, though walking was difficult, I could still ride a bike.
A folding bike in the car cut miles of uncomfortable walking and was
quicker! Congestion charges also encouraged commuter riding (22
miles!) several times a week. So pleasant, despite London's traffic, it
wasn’t worth folding the bike up for the train unless it was raining.
My retirement idea had been to get a bit more involved in biking; and then my wife became ill
and died in March 2008, six months in. Cycling has enabled me to carry on ... and on! The
cycling community is fantastic - you talk to each other, and have a shared enjoyment of life.
I did Bikeability training, learning how to ride safely on the roads, and loved that so much I
thought I would do the instructors' course to learn even more. And that has been a fantastic
mind-opener. You have to make yourself think of what a child might say in reply and be
ready with the next question, and I’m sure that has really helped my brain repair itself. In
2008 I had difficulty remembering my bank PIN number; this year I can remember two!
And I’ve also noticed that my reactions are quicker. That may just be down to time, but to
catch something as it falls down from the medicine cabinet at the third attempt is not
something I could have done 3 years ago.
Please don't hesitate to try a bike, or hand-trike, or ask a cyclist instructor for advice. We
love to help, and do. Merton Cyclists have made me their Borough Coordinator, and a
Trustee of the London Cycling Campaign - life is not dull!

Charles Barraball, 287 West Barnes Lane, New Malden Surrey KT3 6JE
020 8949 0708 land / 0759 0077445 mobile / text
The Cyclists' Touring Club http://www.ctc.org.uk
http://midweekwayfarers.blogspot.com
The London Cycling Campaign http://www.lcc.org.uk
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Different Strokes was established in 1996 by younger stroke survivors for younger
stroke survivors.
Different Strokes aims to enable younger stroke survivors to optimise their physical
and psychological recovery, take control of their own lives, regain as much
independence as possible and move on to live a full, active and fulfilled life.
Contact us:
Different Strokes, 9 Canon Harnett Court, Wolverton Mill, Milton Keynes
MK12 5NF

01908 317618 or 0845 130 7172

info@differentstrokes.co.uk
Website: www.differentstrokes.co.uk—please visit our message board to make
contact with other members, offer advice and share tips and strategies for coping
and maximising recovery. Also visit the website to find details of our local groups
and download copies of our information pack
join the Different Strokes group on http://www.facebook.com to make
online friends and share experiences
Exercise Classes: to find your nearest Different Strokes exercise class please
contact us or visit www.differentstrokes.co.uk and see the Regional Information

Are you on our mailing list? If you would like to be sent this newsletter
automatically and to receive a copy of our practical information pack or any of
our Work After Stroke information, please contact us at the office.
Why not receive your newsletter by email? This not only saves Different
Strokes the cost of printing and postage but saves the earth’s resources too.
Just email newsletter@differentstrokes.co.uk and ask to be added to the email
mailing list.
Thanks for reading!

